


Our toys have been Nordic Swan Ecolabelled since 2010

dantoy is the first manufacturer of plastic toys to have its products 
certified to the Nordic Swan Ecolabel.

To qualify, dantoy must comply with requirements for health and the 
environment, as well as stringent requirements for chemicals.

Nordic Swan Ecolabelled toys do not contain phthalates, PVC or 
fragrances.

The Nordic Swan Ecolabel looks at the overall environmental impact 
and the entire product journey – for the benefit of people, the 

environment and the world’s resources.

Item numbers index

Symbols used in the catalogue:
Packed in net Pieces in set

Made of sugarcane

Blister pack

Packed in gift box Dishwasher safeHeader card

Packed in ordinary brown box Hand wash

Made with rubber wheels

Recommended age group

Made in soft material

Made especially for preschoolsPacked in polybag

Shrink wrapped Holds at least given weight
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dantoy is a privately owned company, founded more 
than 50 years ago in 1964. We design and produce 
eco-friendly plastic toys, utilizing the latest technology 
and materials available.

The factory site covers 15,000 square metres (160,000 
square feet) with production running 24 hours a day. 
dantoy exports 75% of its total turnover to 50 countries 
around the world.

dantoy is conveniently located close to Aarhus, the    
second largest city of Denmark, and an important junc-
tion and shipping port.

Our mission at dantoy is to continuously renew ourselves 
in line with technology, the times and trends within the 
industry. We will ensure that we always take responsi-
bility for the environment and health, and are thus con-
tinuously developing in that regard. For example, 98% 
of all of our toys are licensed for the Nordic Swan Eco-
label, and our aim is to make that 100%. We recently 
launched a new product line made of sugarcane, which 
also carries this label. 

At the same time, rich play experiences are still the most 
important objective for us. We want to protect the play-
fulness and creativity that exists inside us and in our 
processes and products. Even though we will develop 
and manufacture new toys created within a framework 
of constant development of colours, shapes, health and 
the environment, dantoy’s DNA will always remain the 
same.

Play is important because it is crucial 
to a child’s development and for stim-
ulating his/her senses, imagination 

and social skills. 

dantoy play is a perfect combination of cre-
ative, imaginative and physical development 
where the child immerses himself/herself in 
the play so completely that it can be difficult to 
leave it again. 

Through our ongoing cooperation with day-
care institutions, we involve children early on 
in our product development. The knowledge 
and experience we continuously gain from this 
is an important foundation for the rewarding 
play we call dantoy play.

“Long lasting, educational and imaginative 
play experiences”

dantoy DNA The best play experts are children 

All products are barcoded and CE marked. All articles supplied in assorted 
colours as shown. For other packing details, please refer to the price list.
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about

UN’s Sustainable Development Goals 

What do the symbols mean?

In 2019, dantoy launched a brand-new line of bioplastic products, thereby enlarging our 
already eco-friendly selection of plastic toys. Our bioplastic is made of at least 90% sugar-
cane, a sustainable raw material, and our bioplastic is 100% recyclable. 
dantoy BIO products have the same qualities as our traditional plastic toys.

The “I’m Green” symbol may only be used after the amount of sustainable raw materials con-
tained in the product has been verified. “I’m Green” PE (bioplastic) is made of at least 90% 
sugarcane (ethanol). Ethanol, a form of alcohol, is extracted from sugarcane, after which it 
is used to make bioplastic.

Plastic toys licensed for the Nordic Swan Ecolabel must comply with one of the world’s   
strictest environmental certifications in the world. Ecolabelled products may not contain 
phthalates, synthetic fragrances or endocrine-disruptive substances. The entire life cycle of 
the product, from raw material to production, use, disposal and recycling, is included in the 
assessment, when drawing up the requirements for an ecolabelled product.

99% of dantoy’s toys are manufactured in-house at our factory in Hobro, Denmark. Our goal 
is to produce 100% of our toys in Denmark.

All dantoy products comply with the European EN71 standard, meaning that our products 
meet all safety requirements for toys sold in the EU.

dantoy is certified to environmental standard ISO 14001, meaning that the company’s 
environmental focus aims to minimise harmful environmental impact by using eco-friendly 
processes, controlling the consumption of energy, water and raw materials, recycling spills 
and waste, and upholding a healthy working environment.

dantoy is certified to quality standard ISO 9001, which ensures high uniform quality, high 
product safety, evaluation and retention of high quality, random samples and testing, as well 
as  written procedures to ensure uniform production processes.

All dantoy products carry the CE mark, a key indicator of product compliance with the EU 
legislation that enables the free movement of products in the European market.

dantoy is licensed pursuant to “Der Grüne Punkt”, a German eco-label implemented by 
Duales Systems Deutschland GmbH, to symbolise dantoy’s collection and recycling of used 
packaging.

dantoy is a partner of Operation Clean Sweep, which is working for a cleaner environment 
and whose aims include reducing the discharge of plastic granules from manufacturing 
companies into the sea.

dantoy role-play items are approved for contact with foods. The role-play items have been 
tested and comply with food-contact directives, with the following simulants, which covers    
most kinds of foods:
3% acetic acid, 10% ethanol, olive oil, 50% ethanol, at a temperature of 50-70°C for 2 
hours.

All dantoy products are dishwasher safe. However, it is not advisable to wash products with 
labels in the dishwasher.

All dantoy role-play items (cups, plates, bowls, etc.) are microwave safe.

dantoy accedes to United Nations 17 Sustainable Development Goals as part of our sustain-
able development policy. See more on our website: www.dantoy.dk
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We are proud to present the first Nordic 
Ecolabelled teether rings on the market, 
ensuring safe play, without the use of any 
dangerous chemicals.

3

3

6001
1 tiny BIO teether ring, hard

6006
3 tiny BIO teether rings, hard

6000
1 tiny teether ring, soft

6005
3 tiny teether rings, soft

6 assorted colours and shapes
L: 8.5 - 10.5 cm

6 assorted shapes in 2 colour variation sets
L: 8.5 - 10.5 cm

6 assorted teether ring shapes 
in 3 colour variation sets

7

7

6011
1 tiny BIO teether ring chain, hard

6010
1 tiny teether ring chain, soft

tiny

L:32.5 H:2.5 W:17 cmL: 32 - 35 cm

Introducing our new baby line
This year we have expanded our product range to include toys for babies down to 0+ months, in 
the new tiny baby line. All “tiny” products are made of bioplastic with exception of our soft tiny 
teether rings, which are made from Nordic Ecolabelled thermoplastic rubber for sensible gums.

L:18.5 H:2 W:17 cm

L:32.5 H:2.5 W:17 cm
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dantoy role-play items are approved for
contact with food.
See further details on page 7

tiny BIO play cups...

• Stackable, buildable and delightful to knock down
• Great bath-time fun
• Can be used for cookie cutters in modelling clay or        
 dough
• Stimulate children’s awareness of colours and shapes

tiny

L:18.5 H:4.5 W:17 cm

tiny BIO gift box
Made of recycled 
cardboard.
L:34.5 H:11.5 W:9 cm

7 2

6030
tiny BIO play cups in gift box
34 cm tall when stacked

94

6971
tiny BIO lunch set

6035
tiny BIO FunCars
L: 9 cm
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12

tiny BIO sand set is suitable for both 
playing alone or with others.
Playing outside with sand and water 
will strengthen the young child’s sensory 
development. The toddler is all set to 
have his/her debut exploring nature 
with bucket and shovel in hand.

12

bio

dantoy at the cutting edge of bioplastics

dantoy BIO life cycle

In 2018 we launched our first “I’m green” line of bioplastic products, thereby enlarging our 
already eco-friendly selection of plastic toys. Our bioplastic is made of at least 90% sugarcane, 
a sustainable raw material, and our bioplastic is 100% recyclable. dantoy BIO products have the 
same qualities as our traditional plastic toys.

The manufacture of 
bioplastics reduces 
carbon emissions.

The sugarcane is 
cultivated on controlled, 
pesticide-free plantations 
in central and southern 
Brazil. 

The sugarcane is 
harvested every 6–12 
months. 

Bioplastic made of 
sugarcane is a 100% 
sustainable raw material. 

•

•

•

•

43

6970
tiny BIO sand set

5

6025
tiny BIO bucket set in gift box

tiny BIO gift box
Made of recycled 

cardboard.
L:19 H:17.5 W:17 cm
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bio

“We have picked a palette of 
natural colours for our 
BIO-line”

  dantoy creative
                     design team

“In role-playing, the child plays a specific part familiar to him/her from 
home, daycare or television, etc. 

The child plays a character or depicts a situation, which develops the child 
both physically and mentally. Role play is also largely about interacting 
with others. It helps develop the child’s social skills, such as his/her ability 
to share and work together.”

       dantoy creative design team

22

17

5600
BIO dinner set in gift box

5640
BIO coffee set in gift box

BIO gift boxes
Made of recycled 
cardboard.
L:34.5 H:17.5 W:19 cm

79

6953
BIO coffee and dinner set
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bio

Our BIO gift boxes for our 
small sets are made of recycled 
cardboard. They have the same 
size, making them ideal for 
stacking and easy to wrap if 
given as a present.

2

2

2

5626
BIO train set

5627
BIO construction vehicle set

5625
BIO vehicles set.
2-piece set in
gift box, assorted.

8

6968
BIO vehicles
L: 14 - 20 cm

BIO gift box
Made of recycled 
cardboard.
L:34.5 H:17.5 W:19 cm

BIO gift box
Made of recycled 
cardboard.
L:34.5 H:17.5 W:19 cm

BIO gift box
Made of recycled 
cardboard.
L:34.5 H:17.5 W:19 cm

“dantoy bioplastic has the same quality and 
durability as our core products of traditional 
plastic.”

 dantoy quality department

5620
BIO truck in gift box
L: 29.5 H:17 W:15 cm

5630
BIO tractor in gift box
L: 30 H:21.5 W:16.5 cm

6937
BIO trucks
L: 29.5 H:17 W:15 cm

6938
BIO tractors
L: 30 H:21.5 W:16.5 cm

6

6

BIO gift boxes
Made of recycled 
cardboard.
L:34.5 H:17.5 W:19 cm



New 2020 BIO product 
with less packaging, 
making it better for 
the environment.

18 19

L:35 H:17 W:28 cm

18 19

bio

BIO: trendy 
colours and 
rustic packaging

6967
BIO sand set

6969
BIO sand set w/ vehicles

5650
BIO garage w/ 3 FunCars

5610
BIO sand set in gift box

50

62

4

4

BIO gift box
Made of recycled 
cardboard.
L:34.5 H:17.5 W:19 cm
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role-play

Bringing imagination to life
Imagination is a key ingredient of play. Our Thorbjorn line combines the story about the loveable 
little polar bear Thorbjorn, who loves desserts, with our toys, bringing the story’s magical ice crystal 
to life in the dessert sets. The crystal can be hidden in the ice creams and cupcakes. Children love 
to guess where the crystal is.

This year you can make your own sand cakes and mud ice creams, using our new sand-cake 
baking set. Find it under preschool on page 76.

®

L:27 H:6.5 W:20 cm

8

4870
Thorbjorn dessert mix

18

4860
Thorbjorn coffee set w/colouring book

L:34.5 H:17.5 W:19 cm



“The ice creams and cupcakes can be 
combined in a wide variety of ways, 
strengthening eye-hand coordination 
and balancing skills and stimulating the 
imagination. Combining the story about 
Thorbjorn, the little polar bear who loves 
desserts, with the actual toys adds a new 
dimension to playtime.”
The book about Thorbjorn and the magical 
ice crystal is written for children aged 2–6 
who either hear the story read aloud or are 
early readers.”

                         dantoy creative design team

22 2322 23

role-play

17

L:18 H:23 W:18 cm

L:18 H:26.5 W:18 cm

4840 - w/English book
4841 - w/German book
4842 - w/Danish book

Thorbjorn ice cream set

16

4850 - w/English book
4851 - w/German book
4852 - w/Danish book

Thorbjorn tea set

26

4830 - w/English book
4831 - w/German book
4832 - w/Danish book

Thorbjorn dessert set 

Thorbjorn gift box
L:48 H:6.5 W:34 cm



Greens and earthy browns
Our Green Garden line of toys is inspired by healthier living. We have added more vegetables, 
darker breads – indicating whole grain – and we will continue to develop new additions to the 
line, supporting the concept of green living.

We believe that it is crucial for children to be introduced to a variety of different foods early on. 
So why not include these in a fun, educational playtime?  

2525

role-play

10

4781
Green Garden salad set

L:30.5 H:12.5 W:25 cm

L:27 H:6.5 W:20 cm

25

4705
Green Garden baking set on tray

L:36.5 H:10 W:26.5 cm

21

4712
Green Garden grill set



Pink and lavender
We love our range of colourful, bright pink and lavender role-play toys.
Pink and lavender are reminiscent of summer, buzzing bees and ice cream 

These bright colours will attract any little princess or prince. 

2626

role-play

18

4751
Green Garden lunch set

18

4761
Green Garden breakfast set

L:18 H:15.5 W:18 cm

L:18 H:26.5 W:18 cm

L:29 H:20 W:10 cm

29

4204
Green Garden breakfast set
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role-play

20

5540
For My Little Princess coffee 
and cupcake set

18

5560
For My Little Princess lunch set

12

5550
For My Little Princess dinner set

L:18 H:17 W:18 cm

L:18 H:21 W:18 cm

L:18 H:26.5 W:18 cm

32

4465
For My Little Princess breakfast set

35

4455
For My Little Princess bake & serve set

Gift boxes for 4455 and 4465
L:37 H:27 W:10 cm

23

4345
For My Little Princess breakfast set on tray

L:36.5 H:9 W:26.5 cm



17

4398
For My Little Princess tea set

22

4397
For My Little Princess dinner set

L:19 H:18.5 W:12 cm

L:18.5 H:13 W:16 cm

17

4396
For My Little Princess coffee set

12

4399
For My Little Princess baking set

L:16.5 H:16 W:14 cm

L:14.5 H:23.5 W:12.5 cm

30 3130 31

role-play

7

5575
For My Little Princess dessert set

Blister card for 5575
L:27 H:6.5 W:20 cm



Yellow   red   green   blue
Our classic dantoy colours were carefully picked years ago. Studies show that young children 
are drawn by bright and cheerful colours. Yellow, red, green and blue will by definition always 
be classic colours and they have continuously proved to be successful.
The nuances of our four chosen colours have undergone a few ajustments over time, and it is 
important to us to continue to offer the young children’s favourite colours in the years to come. 

3333

role-play

Lorem ipsum

L:27.5 H:7 W:19.5 cm L:27.5 H:6.5 W:19.5 cm

22

4660
Hotdog set on tray

19

4600
BBQ burger and hotdog set

17

4670
Burger set on tray

L:30 H:12.5 W:25 cm

10

4242
Fruit and vegetables

10

4252
Breakfast platter

13

4234
Sausage set

L:27.5 H:7 W:14.5 cm

L:26 H:8 W:16 cm

L:20 H:7.5 W:10 cm



34 35

Learn to bake impressive cakes 
out of dough, modelling clay or 
sand. The baking set invites to 
both indoor and outdoor play and 
learning times. It also stimulates a 
child’s imagination and strengthens 
fine-motor skills.

34 35

role-play

59

4256
Kitchen play set

42

4223
Kitchen play time set

17

4445
Coffee set

L:38.5 H:22 W:14.5 cm

L:29 H:20 W:10 cm L:37 H:27 W:10 cm

12

4220
Baking set

13

4216
Ice cream set

18

4248
Picnic set

L:23.5 H:19.5 W:17.5 cm

L:14.5 H:23.5 W:12.5 cm

L:16 H:17 W:17 cm
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role-play

“All dantoy role-play products have 
been tested for their compliance with 
food-contact directives and cover most 
kinds of food”

See further details on page 7.

              dantoy quality department

 

4510
44 sets of role-play items
L:59 H:67 W: 39.5 cm 

14

4240
Kitchen centre
L:48 H:72 W:32 cm

4380: 9-piece
coffee set

4381: 9-piece
dinner set

4382: 9-piece
tea set

4220: 8-piece
baking set

4206: 9-piece
pot-and-pan set

L:49 H:72 W:31.5 cm

17

4382
Tea set

22

4381
Dinner set

17

4380
Coffee set

L:19 H:18.5 W:12 cm

L:18.5 H:13 W:16 cm

L:16.5 H:16 W:14 cm
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role-play23

4340
Breakfast set on tray

18

4335
Tea set on tray

L:36.5 H:9 W:26.5 cm

L:36.5 H:11 W:27 cm

7

4206
Pot, sieve and pan set

7

4210
Kettle and pot set

6

4245
Cook and serve set

L:29 H:10 W:17 cm

L:28 H:14 W:14 cm

L:30 H:10 W:25 cm



Vehicles
A child running a car across the floor – making sounds like a motor and driving back and forth – is 
telling a story. This story can evolve, thereby stimulating the child’s imagination.

Our wide assortment of toy vehicles range from our cute little FunCars to big vehicles like our Giant 
truck on page 47 that can withstand lots of activity.

Don’t miss the FunCars garage, now also made in bioplastic on page 18.Cutlery for all active children.

Our toys are soft, pliable and strong.

40

vehicles

5

4228
Kitchen utensils

17

4230
Cutlery set

6113
Pushbutton phone

L:21.5 H:5.5 W:6 cm L:18.5 H:2.5 W:11.5 cm

L:19 H:8 W:18 cm



7520, 7522, 7540 blister pack
L:35 H:17 W:28 cm

Our perky FunCars with their happy 
expressions are for toddlers. They 
are ideal for play both indoors 
and outdoors. Just shake the car 
to get rid of any water and sand. 
FunCars are also easy-to-clean in 
the dishwasher. 

42                                                                                                      43

vehicles

L:15.5 W:12 cm

L:15.5 W:12 cm

7

7550
FunCars on display card
L: 9 cm

28

7505
FunCars in display
L: 9 -13 cm

10

7552
FunCars mix on display card
L: 9 -13 cm

Display for 7505
L:25.5 H:13 W:28 cm

4

7522
FunCars police station and car park

4

7520
FunCars auto service and car park

4

7540
FunCars emergency and car park
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vehicles

6

2300
Vehicles
L: 17 cm

2137
Bulldozer with 5 assorted expressions
L: 31 H:16.5 W:24.5 cm 2138

Big dump truck 
L: 46 H:20 W:19.5 cm

2130
Excavator
L: 43 H:21 W:22.5 cm

2260
Giant dump truck
L: 69 H:27.5 W:26.5 cm

50
holds

kg
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vehicles

2217
Fire truck
L: 22.5 H:11 W:9 cm

2215
Dump truck
L: 21 H:10.5 W:9 cm

2216
Tow truck
L: 24 H:10.5 W:9 cm2225

Dump truck
L: 28 H:14.5 W:13 cm

2235
Dump truck
L: 45 H:23 W:20 cm

2269
Truck with rubber wheels
L: 29.5 H:17 W:15 cm

2289
Truck with plastic wheels
L: 29.5 H:17 W:15 cm

2281
Giant truck
L: 84 H:42 W:42.5 cm

50
holds

kg
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sit-and-ride

2121
Exavator.
Rubber wheels
L: 30 H:21.5 W:17 cm

2119
Tractor with front loader.
Rubber wheels
L: 30 H:15 W:17 cm

2131
Exavator.
Plastic wheels
L: 30 H:21.5 W:16.5 cm

2129
Tractor with front loader.
Plastic wheels
L: 30 H:15 W:16.5 cm

Sit-and-ride
Riding our classic dantoy scooter and other sit-and-ride vehicles stimulates a child’s sense 
of balance and leg muscles. Also, the child learns how to coordinate his/her movements, 
including how to steer the vehicle while pushing forward at the same time. He or she uses the 
toes of his/her shoes to brake with! The child is faced with a new set of challenges that hone 
several senses at once.  

Many of our sit-and-ride vehicles come with rubber wheels for a quieter ride. Excellent for 
indoor floors as well. 

2135
Tractor with trailer, plastic wheels
L: 41 H:15 W:16.5 cm



This solid ATV will not tip over and comes 
in a cool colour that will be noticed! It 
features an easy-to-steer function and 
trailer towbar that fits our scooter trailer 
(p.52) and practical pull cart (p.69).

50 51

sit-and-ride

L:82 H:40 W:30 cm

3360
ATV (all-terrain vehicle)
Seat height: 29 cm
L: 63 H:40 W:30 cm

50
holds

kg

2150
Giant excavator
Seat height: 29 cm
L:79 H:40 W:30 cm

50
holds

kg

3333 and 3370 come
with a cool police batch

3333
Police scooter
Seat height: 26 cm
L:60 H:37 W:39 cm

50
holds

kg

3370
Police motorcycle, 2 wheels
Seat height: 33 cm
L:72 H:46 W:38.5 cm

50
holds

kg

3350
DT1 racer, 2 wheels
Seat height: 33 cm
L:72 H:46 W:38.5 cm

50
holds

kg



Lorem ipsum

52 53

sit-and-ride

Small and stylish “Single 
Rocker” strengthens the child’s 
sense of balance and physical 
development. Is rated for 50 
kg. It is easy to bring along and 
applicable for both indoor and 
outdoor use.

3336
Trailer
L:45 H:26 W:30 cm

3335
Trailer, plastic wheels
L: 45 H:26 W:30 cm

3331
Scooter
Seat height: 26 cm
L:60 H:37 W:39 cm

50
holds

kg

3320
Motorcycle, plastic wheels
Seat height: 26 cm
L: 58.5 H:36 W:39.5 cm

50
holds

kg
3321
Motorcycle
Seat height: 26 cm
L:58.5 H:36 W:39.5 cm

50
holds

kg

6734
Rocker, Police, single
Seat height: 22 cm
L: 71 H:27 W:37 cm

50
holds

kg

6736
Rocker, For My Little Princess, single
Seat height: 22 cm
L: 71 H:27 W:37 cm

50
holds

kg

6733
Rocker, Ladybird, single

Seat height 22 cm
L: 71 H:27 W:37 cm

50
holds

kg50



Sand, water and garden
More and more time is being spent in front of digital screens. It is important for children to 
explore, learn and play outdoors. Physical activity stimulates and challenges a child’s body and 
senses. It increases the childs endurance, strengthens motor skills, instills knowledge of simple laws 
of physics and enhances social understanding – all of which are crucial for the growth of healthy 
children.

All special theme rockers (except 
for item no. 6720) include self-
mounting stickers as shown 
above.
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6722
Rocker, Happy Dog, three seater
Seat height: 23 cm
L: 101 H:38 W:40 cm

6721
Rocker, Crocodile, three seater
Seat height: 23 cm
L: 101 H:38 W:40 cm

6725
BIO Rocker, Dragon, three seater
Seat height: 23 cm
L: 101 H:38 W:40 cm

6720
Rocker, three seater 
Same as 6721, but without stickers
Seat height: 23 cm
L: 101 H:38 W:40 cm

holds

3x50kg

holds3x50kg

holds

3x50kg
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1142
Shovel and rake
L: 21- 24 cm

1110
Sand shovel
L: 18 cm

1120
Sand shovel
L: 24 cm

1165
Rake
L: 21 cm

1130
Sand shovel
L: 25 cm 1131

Scoop
L: 24 cm

1132
Scoop, super
L: 23 cm



Why not build a big and 
exciting fortress in the 
sandpit or on the beach?
Great fun and active play 
for many hours.
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1170
Rake
L: 42 cm

1150
Shovel
L: 50 cm

1152
Shovel Rough ‘n’ Ready, big
L: 58 cm

1153
Shovel, extra strong
L: 40 cm

1154
Shovel, extra strong
L: 55 cm

L:22 H:10 W:18.5 cm

1245
Sand moulds
L: 10 - 12 cm

1243
Sand moulds, sea creatures

L: 12.5 - 18 cm

1263
Sand mould, castle tower
L:14.5 H:20 W:15 cm

1264
Sand mould, castle fortress
L:21 H:12 W:14.5 cm



Although the bucket is a simple toy, it can be used 
in many ways to explore the great outdoors.

Whether this is in the sandpit, the garden, on 
the beach or somewhere else, there is always 
something to collect or catch, like beautiful rocks, 
sand or maybe a little bug or a fish....
Whatever it might be, the child will explore, learn 
and imagine great things.
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1320
Bucket, big
With ripples for easy release when stacked.
Assorted blue, red, and yellow colours.
Holds 2.5 litres
L:20.5 H:17 W:18.5 cm

1310
Bucket
With ripples for easy release when stacked.
Assorted blue, red and yellow colours.
Holds 1.0 litre
L:16.5 H:13 W:14.5 cm

1312
Bucket with lip
Assorted blue, red and yellow colours.
Holds 1.2 litres
L:18.5 H:13.5 W:17 cm

1335
Bucket with lip
Assorted blue, red and yellow colours.
Holds 2.5 litres
L:22.5 H:16 W:21.5 cm

1340
Bucket de luxe
Assorted blue, red and yellow colours.
With ripples for easy release when stacked.
Holds 2.5 litres
L:21.5 H:18 W:19.5 cm

1330
Bucket with lip
Assorted blue, red and yellow colours.
Holds 2.0 litres
L:20 H:15.5 W:14.5 cm
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Our transparent bucket offers even 
greater possibilities to explore. Aside 
from collecting things in it, the bucket 
can also be used to explore the 
bottom of a pond in shallow water as 
illustrated.

1560
Sieve with hand grips
Sieve fits bucket 1320, 
1330 and 1335.
L:23.5 H:4 W:18 cm

1520
Sieve, small
Sieve fits bucket 1310, 
1312, 1314 and 1315.
H:3 Ø:14 cm

1315
Bucket with lip, frosted
Holds 1.2 litres
L:18.5 H:13.5 W:17 cm

1314
Bucket with lip, transparent
Holds 1.2 litres
L:18.5 H:13.5 W:17 cm

1750
Watering can
Holds 1.0 litre
L:16 H:17 W:11 cm

1730
Watering can
Holds 1.5 litres
L:27.5 H:21 W:11.5 cm
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1630
Sand and water wheel
L:16 H:30 W:15 cm

1610
Sand and water wheel
L:16 H:27 W:14 cm

L:17.5 H:30 W:15 cm

1635
Sand and water wheel 
and truck set

3

L:22.5 H:57 W:23 cm

L:15 H:6 W:9.5 cm

4

1645
Sand and water wheel and bucket set

3

6660
3 boats
L:15 H:6 W:9.5 cm

1640
Sand and water wheel
L:22 H:44.5 W:20.5 cm

L:22.5 H:30 W:21.5 cm

6

1430
Bucket set with 2 FunCars

L:18.5 H:20 W:17.5 cm

4

1429
Bucket set
4 assorted varieties
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1920
110-piece set of sand and water toys
L:59 H:67 W: 39.5 cm 

16 x item 1246
– sand moulds, 4 pcs.

16 x item 1312
– red and blue bucket

16 x item 1132
– yellow scoop

16 x item 1142
– shovel and rake
in assorted colours

12 x item 1150
– red and blue
large spade

16 x item 6921
– red and blue flyer

14 x item 1750
– red watering can

4 x item 1170
– yellow rake

L:13.5 H:19.5 W:13.5 cm

H:9 Ø:10 cm

6915
Disco Flyer Professional
H:3 Ø:25 cm

6723
Junior stilts
L:14 H:12 W:14 cm

9

5417
Play cups
51 cm tall when stacked



The garden is a wonderful 
place to play and learn. 
Children can actively take part 
in watering the flowers, pretend 
to be mowing the lawn or other 
gardening chores.
Hearing the sound of bird 
songs, touching the grass and 
smelling natural fragrances 
stimulate a child’s senses.
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6

1814
Green Garden planting set

4

1820
Green Garden wheelbarrow set

L:66 H:25 W:26.5 cm

1833
Green Garden lawn mower 
L:61.5 H:46 W:26.5 cm

L:22.5 H:19 W:17.5 cm

1816
Wheelbarrow
L:66 H:25 W:26.5 cm

1821
Wheelbarrow with 2 wheels
L:60 H:37 W:39 cm

50
holds

kg

3117
Pull cart
Comes with long and short pull handle
L:54 H:20 W:27 cm

50
holds

kg
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Snow
Children love playing in the snow. Rocketing downhill on a bobsled is exhilarating and being 
pulled along for a nice ride is comforting.

Sledges are great for improving motor skills and balance and a fun way to learn about speed. 
Our sledges are sturdy and user friendly and many come with brakes.

                                                       We are happy to introduce our new BIO sledge which        
                                                    comes in two trendy colours and is made of sugarcane. 
  

6753
BIO Bobsled without brakes
L:79 H:15 W:41 cm

6752
Bobsled without brakes
Assorted colours – red, blue, black
L:79 H:15 W:41 cm

6755
Bobsled with brakes
Assorted colours – red, blue, black.
This bobsled is sold unassembled.
Detailed assembly instructions are 
included.
L:79 H:15 W:41 cm
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6765
Bobsled de luxe with brakes
This bobsled is sold unassembled.
Detailed assembly instructions are 
included.
L:84.5 H:20 W:44.5 cm

6770
Assorted colours: red, blue, black

6771
Colour: red

6772
Colour: blue

6773
Colour: black

Steerable bobsled with brakes
This bobsled is sold unassembled.
Detailed assembly instructions are included.
L:84 H:20 W:43 cm



Preschool
All dantoy products are designed to endure the level of play in preschools, which requires strength 
and high product quality. This is exemplified by the extra thickness of our toys, contrasting with many 
cheap products made of thin material.

The sets on the following pages are made especially for nurseries and preschools. They are larger, so 
bigger groups of children can play together. Please note that you can find many more sets throughout 
the catalogue that are suited for nurseries and preschools as well.

You will find our new BIO sand set
for preschools on page 18
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6750
Fun Bob
L:63.5 H:9 W:63.5 cm

6785
Snow shovel
L:59 W:20.5 cm

6740
Pan sledge
L:51.5 H:4 W:33.5 cm

Our snow shovel is practical, sturdy 
and colourful. Any child will have 
fun digging in the snow or helping to 
clear the pathway.
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“Thorbjorn is so busy selling ice cream 
and pastries that he hands his magical ice 
crystal to his best friend Pete and asks him 
to help conjure up the ice cream...”

        From the book 
“Thorbjorn and the lost ice crystal”

– The polar bear that loves desserts,
especially chocolate ice cream.

®

7050 - w/English book
7051 - w/German book
7052 - w/Danish book

Thorbjorn cupcake and ice cream set

56

6957 
Thorbjorn sand-cake baking set

112
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7031
Green Garden picnic set

46

7021
Green Garden salad set

63
7000
BBQ set

79

7010
BBQ playfood set

56
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Children are inherently interested 
in what other people do and try 
to imitate the actions of others. 
Our role-play sets help strengthen 
a child’s eye-to-hand coordination 
and social behaviour when 
playing with other children or 
adults. 

6935
Pot and pan set

16

6945
Dinner and baking set
8 place settings

100

6952
Dinner set
12 place settings

82

6958
Pastry cutters

24
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6951
Coffee and tea set
12 place settings

53

6940
Breakfast and dinner set
6 place settings

78

6991
Building blocks, red and blue

6992
Building blocks, green and yellow

26

L:30 H:15.9 W:15 cm

L:15 H:8.5 W:15 cm
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12

6934
FunCars
L: 9 - 13 cm

40

6931
FunCars classic set
L: 9 - 13 cm

22

6936
FunCars
L: 9 - 13 cm

22

6930
Cars and planes
L: 8.5 - 15 cm
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9

6932
Vehicles
L: 14 - 20 cm

6948
Sand castle moulds and shovel set

6

6923
Junior stilts

6

7040
Green Garden sand and gardening set

18

6966
Sand moulds

48
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6959
Sand set

38
6960
Sand set

66
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6962
Sand set

84

6964
Sand set

100
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6965
Sand set

129



6

6965
Sand set

129
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